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TOWARDS A THEORY Ol?SECURITY PRICE ADJUSTMENT

by

Terry Roe and Mathew Shane

1, Introduction

It is generally conceded that economic theary has not been

effect$ve in providing an explanation or prediction of security market

behav~or, Although the mathematical theory of portf~lio allocation

is well developed [2], the conditions consistent with the theory

of individual portfolio allocation have not been utilized to explain

observed security price movements.

The analyhic foundations of empirical studies of security market

behavior are not explicitly stated and tend to relate only to aggre-

gate investment behavior. While some of these studies appear to obtain

results consistent with the random walk hypothesis, the lack of an

adequate theory to explain security market behavior remains a funda-

mental probleme This has been pointed out by Granger and Morgenstern

[7, p, 1]$ Moore [10, p. 140], Fama [4, p,36], and others.

This paper will develop a theoretf,calmodel of security market

behavior. Based on the assumption that security market participants

maximize anticipated profits over a finite horizon, seven decision
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rules are determined. Quantifying the decision rules, individual

supply and demand functions are derived. These are aggregated into

market supply and demand and excess demand. A nontatonnement adjust-

ment is defined as positively related to excess demand. The char-

acteristics of the market supply and demand and adjustment functions

are then utilized to demonstrate the equilibrium and stability pro-

perties of the model under two assumptions about expectation changes.

In this way an explanation of the security market price behavior is

developed.

In the next section, market participant and nonparticipant sets

are defined and decision criteria established.

II* Definitions and Notation

In this section

participant sets are

value and quantity.

the definitions of the participant and non-

introduced alonfiwith the concept of securitv

This is followed by the concept of investor costs.

Definition of Investor Sets2 Potential investors are divided

into two groups denoted as participants and nonparticipants, These

are defined as follows:

~=!t+~t where Idenotes thetotal set of potential

investors over the entire planning horizon, it denotes

the set

denotes

time t.

of individual participants at time t and ~t

the set of individuals not participating at

Furthermore,
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*
@ A

+ ‘dt
where ~St denotes a set of security

St
A

suppliers and Xdt denotes a set of security

demanders at time t and

~t=~
kt ‘Tfjt ‘hereyktdenotes a set of individuals

holding securities at time t as the consequence

of a buy long and/or sell short transaction and

7’
@tdenotes a set of individuals who are non-

participants and nonholders of a security.

It is assumed that all investors operate over a finite planning horizon

where to is the initial period, T the horizon and t and t+~ are assumed

to be less than T. The period t+~ represents an arbitrary point between

a given t and the horizon l’.

Security Quantity and Value Definitions: The total outstanding

quantity of identical issues of the security, Q, is assumed fixed for

all t. ‘rhistotal quantity can be divided Into a quantity (qt) traded

and (Qt) not traded at time t~ i.e.,

Fama [4, p.36] suggests that in addition to the observed price of a

securit~ investozeconsi.deranother security value, the so called

“intrinsic value”, We introduce still a third value concept, that of

anticipated price. We define these explicitly as follows:

P is the price of the security in t;
t
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E~(P) denotes the intrinsic value (expected price) of the

security, as evaluated by individual i at time t;

~ t+~) denotes the i‘h individuals anticipatedAI(P

at tima t for some future time period t+~ & T;

where all of the above are discounted for transaction

payments.

The intrinsic value at time t doeg not involve a

market price

cost and dividend

specific period

within the plannin~:horizont The derivation of this expected price

by the investor can be considered in either of two ways: This value

may either be determined by evaluating the factors which effect the

earnings of a company directly~ or may represent equilibrium prices

evolved from some dynamic adjustment process envisioned. It is ir-

relevant for this paper how these values are determined. The im-

portant point is that each individual i of the index set ~ have such

an evaluation.

Since it is reasonable to expect that an individual can conceive

of a security price in the future that is different from his current

intrinsic value, the concept of an anticipated price is introduced.

Implicitly, this assumes that each individual has formulated some con-

cept of the adjustment between current and his intrinsic price. If

an investor viewed anticipated price diverflingfrom hf~ intrinsic

evaluation, this would suggest a reevaluation of the securities in-

trinsic value. Thus, it is assumed that the investors anticipated

price is expected to converge to the intrinsic evaluation within his



planning horizon. Stated analytically:~’

\

* ~/
&l@t+T) t \Ei(P), as t+r .

Investor Costs: It is assumed that each investor has nn ex-

pected cost function associated with each investment alternative over

the planning horizon. The principle components of this cost include a

differential risk premium (rt,t+t) and an OppOrtunitY cost (st,t+T)

each evaluated in time t-l for the horizon t to t+T ~ T.

rt,t+~ is the difference between the risk premium associated with

any two investment alternatives. The risk premium 6or any investment

alternative reflects an indifference mapping between the risk associated

with a particular security (where risk may be evaluated in terms of

past observed variance in the value of a security, or a subjective

evaluation of the variance associated with the expected value of a

security) and some additional expected return.

‘Sheopportunity cost faced by the tth investor is the total ex-

pected return from the next best investment alternative from t to——

t-t~. In terms of an alternative security, this value is equal to the

difference between the adjusted sale price of a security less its ad-

justed purchase price, i,e., (Pt+T-pt)l Thus the ith investor in the

t th period is facing the expected cost function

&/Fama [4 ] suggests that prices do adjust to intrinsic values,
thus lending additional a$pport to the validity of this assumption.

~/The arrow (>) implies converges,to or approaches.
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~i
= ‘t, t’tw

+r
t ,t+-~ t ,t+T

associated with an investment alternative over the life of this in-

vestment, ioe., from t to t+?~

In the next section~ using the

about, seven decision criteria will

concepts of price and cost developed

be presented.

111. me Decision Process

Decision criteria for the following seven invefltorcategories

are presented in this section: (1) buy long, (2) sell short, (3) hold

long, (4) non-holder, non-participant, (5) sell.short, (6) buy short,

(7) hold short. These decision criteria are mutually exclusive since

for any security, no investor can participate in more than one action

at a

time

given time.

Investor decisions are considered to take place during discretel

intervals for purposes of convenience. These time intervals are

3/ The consequenceassumed to occur prior to the transaction process.-
.*

of this decision then defines the set Idt, ~~t, ~kt, ~~t to which the

investor belongs. Transaction periods (t), t=l,2,...,T are thus de-

fined such that for any given t the “factors” or “conditions” defining
. .

membership to the sets ldtO 18t9 ‘kt9 qtT are determined exogenous to

the transaction process. What follows is an elaboration of the particular

decision rules.

3/
- Godfrey et, al. [6 ] provides evidence which supports the a~s~P-

tion that the decision and transaction process are separate,
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111.A. BUY Long - Sell Short

The ith investor can be considered a candidate for buying long

in time t if over his planning horizon his expected return (his in-

trinsic value minus his purchase price) is greater than his discounted

opportunity cost, i~eg, if

(111.1,0)

Likewise, an investor can be considered a candidate for a selL short

position if

(111,2,0)

In both (111.1) and (111.2) the investor is considered a candidate for

these actions since each represents an expected profit. Although the

investor may plan to participate in the market at time t based on

previous information in t-l, because of changes which occur in to

he may not actualize his anticipated decision.

The ith investor is indifferent between buying and not buying long

(selling short) in time t if the anticipated price change between t

and t+~ is equal to the return forgone and the differential risk, i,e.,

he is indifferent to buying lon~ if

Ai
t-l@t+T) - et m Ci”t ,t+-t,Wt+T & 1’

and indifferent to sell short if

Ai (P )-P=ci ,vt+~ c T,
t-1 t+~ t t,t’+T
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i
Since et ~+~, is anticipated and an increasing function of time--

D

at the very least, equal to the interest return from a savings bank--

the price must rise by at least ci
t,t+’c

for the investor to be indiffer-

ent between the preferred action A
1
and the next best action A , To

2

prefer Al to A2--the buy long (sell short) to the alternative--the

anticipated return must be greater than ei
t,t+T”

This, together with

(111.1) and (111.2), provides the decision rule: buying long if

(111.1.1)

and selling short if

(111.2,1) Ait ~(Pt+T) - Pt :- Ei
t,t+T

\ vt+t & T.

Remark: From the above relationships, an anticipated profit function

for the buy long, n
BL Ss

and sell short n decision is defined
t,t-i-~ t,t+~

by subtracting costs from returns i.e.,

(111.1.2)

(111.2.2)

BL = ~i
11 t-l(Pt+ ) - Pt - ~: t+T
t,t+T t

Ss ~p-Ai
‘t,t+T t

t-l(Pt+T) - E; t+To
s

The optimal profit is achieved for any given t by choosing a Tk such

that (111.1,2) or (111.2.2) is a maximum over t+~ ~ T. G$ven ex-

pectations for each decision, an optimal T* is! chosen which will de-

fine the period of involvement. A similar profit function can be de-

fined for each of the decision rules to be discussed,



III,B. Sell Long and Buy Short

The decisions to sell long

of the action to buy long (sell

anticipations, the objective of

9

(buy short) is the terminating action

short), Based on expectations and

the investor isto obtain a preferred

position by selling long (buying short) now (action Al) or by holding

for some future point (action A2).

‘l’heit}’investor is considered a candidate for sellin~ long in

t if

(111.3.0)

and a candidate for buying short in t if

(111.4.0)

Condition (TII.3.0) states that the ith investor’s evaluation of the

difference between the intrinsic price and the actual price

profit (A2) in t which is less than the anticipated return,

fw a risk premium, than can be

vestin~ in the best alternative

Condition (ITI.4.0) can be

t $’)
p - ~i
t-

obtained by selling long in

(Al).

restated ast

<~ 1
t,t+TO

provides a

adjusted

t and in-

4/i =Si + ri
- %,t+r t,t+T

tiw is the anticipated period of time
t,t+T’

t-~(P) tO approach zero, i.e., therequired for the difference P - Iiit

anticipated length of time required for the potential profits Pt - E:-l(p)

to be realized. Therefore, ei
t,t%

by participating in an alternative

is the discounted return obtainable

security or action,



This condition states that the difference

and the actual price, i.e., the potential

between the intrinsic value

remaining gross profit (A.)
L

is less than the adjusted anticipated return that can be obtained by

buying short in t and investing in alternative Al.

We will now state the conditions for an investor’s selection of

the point in time to actuate his deci~fon. The cost of selling long

(buying short) in t is that price increase (decrease) the investor gives

up by selling (buying back) now. Xnvestor anticipated returns are maxi-

mized by selling long (buying short) when the anticipated returns from

holding the issue is less than the return from not holding the issue,

Analytically, this amounts to the opposite of the previous buy long-sell

short conditions (111,1.1) and (111.2~1)* Thus sell long in t if:

(111.3,1)

and buy short in t if

Ai~-l(Pt+T) -

~ernark,:The anticipated profit

for the sell long position T$L
t

by comparing the purchase price

prices:

3
(111.3.2)

(111.4.2)

function over the remaining

and buy short position fiBq
‘t

with the current and future

%Lt = ‘;-l(pt+~) - ‘t - c:,t+T

i (P ) - +t+T,T3st = Pt - *tnl &l-T

period t+~

is derived

expected

The difference Ai
t-l@t+T)

- Pt and Pt - Ait-l(Pt+T) are potential gross

profits remaining in the sell long and buy short positions anticipated

over T periods. These gross profits must be equal to or less than
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to effectuate a transaction activity consistent with (111.3,1)

t,t+~

and (111.4.1).

111.C. Hold Long - Hold Short

Anticipated profits are maximized from a hold long (short) position

in time period t if the investor anticipates that price will increase

(decrease)within a period T by an amount greater than the adjusted

returns E
i

from his next best alternatf,ve, In other words, hold
t,t+T

long if:

(111,5.0) /lit-l(Pt+T) ~Pt +c~,t+~ for some t+~

and hold short if:

(111.6c0)

By requiring that this condition holds for some and not all tti, we

allow for anticipated prices within the period t to t-h - 1 to be less

than Pt, in the case of the hold long position and greater than Pt in

the hold short position. This, of course, precludes either a buy long

or sell long action from the hold lomg position and a sell short or

buy short activity from the hold short position.

The necessary condition for holding long is~

(111,5.1) Eit l(P) > Pti’E:*,

while that for holding short is:

(’111.6.1) E:-l(r) <P - Ci
t t$t+T”
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T.TI.D. Non-Holder, Non-Partfcipmt

For an investor to be a non-holder, non-participant he must believe

that he will

short. This

not expect a

returns from

make a higher return by neither buying long or selling

could occur for several reasons: (1) an investor does

sufficient change in price to warrant an action, (2)

current investments are sufficiently high that even with

a “substantial” expected chnnge in price, he is better off continuing

his current activity, (3) “market conditions” are such that future price

changes are extremely difficult to predict and therefore risky, (4)

an investor may face a restrictive investment budget restraint.

The conditions for the non-holding--non-participatinginvestor

can be obtained by reversing the inequalities in Che buy long relation-

ships (111,1.0) and (111,1.1) and the sell short relatiomhjw (111D2.0)

and (1S1,2.1). For an investor to fall into this category, these re-

lationshipsmust hold simultaneously. Thus,

This concludes the set of decision rules. This set is exhaustive

of all possible decision positions facing the investor and are based

on the assumption of profit maximization. Using thetiequalitative rules,
A

the behavioral index sets Tat, iY-
dt’ kt and ~(jt

defined loosely in

section II can now be rigorously stated,
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-cV. Specification of Index Sets

In this section, the conditions for membership to the set of
A A

.

security market suppliers~ l~tg demanders ~dt, holders. lktO and non-

holder-nonparticipants,I~tS at time t will be specified.

IV,A. The Set of Demand Individuals

The set of security market demanders in time period t is the

union of the class of individuals who want to buy long (IBLt) and buy

short (IBSt), Using assumptions (111,1.0) and (X11,1.1.)~ives!

(Iv,l,o) IBLt = {iG?/A;-l(pt+z)- Pt 2&

From (111,4.0) and (111.4,1)0we get:

(IV,l.1) %st = {iG~/A;-l(Pt+t)- Pt ~ -Ci
t,t+’r

J v t-1-T,

Eit“l(P) > Pt - #t+Tl,

The union Of (IV.I.0) and (IV.I.1) is the index Of the demand set

(idt) :

(IV.1.2) idt =x”
BLt u lBSt*

The supplier set can be derived by using the conditions of sell-

ing long and selling short. From (111,3.0) and (111,3,1)we get the

selling long (ISLt) index set:

IV,2.0)
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From (111.2.0) and (111.2,1)we get the index of selling short set

(&) :

(IV.2,1) %st = {i&A; ~(Pt+T) - Pt ~-ci
t,t+?

t,t++
v t+l ST, E;-l(P) s I?t- Ci

The union of (IV,2.0) and (IV.2.1) is the supplier set (?SE):

(IV.2,2)

Lastly, the nonparticipant set is clerivedas the union of those

individuals who hold (either long (IV.3,0) or short (IV.3.S) and the

nonparticipant, nontrader set (IV.3.2).

(T.V,,3.0) IHLt = {i&Ai (pt ,~ ~+~) ~Pt +~~,t+~, for some t+~~T,
-.

;-,(P) > Pt + s: #E1
9

(IV*3.1) *HSt = {ic~/A;&+T) &pt +Ei for some t+t ~ T,
t,t+T’

i
E: @ < Pt - ~t,t+T}

(IV,3.2)
lNTt

= {i#/Pt - c: t+T ~ Eit l(P) < Pt+c:#,
*

Pc - Ci <A
t,tiw -

;-l(Pt,t+T) ~ Pt + c;,t+T, w t+~ ~ T].

The intersection of (IV.3,0) - (IV.3.2) is the nonparticipant set

(Ydt):

(IV.3,3) ? =1
Ot HLt u %St u lNTt*
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It should be clear to the reader that the union of the demander,

supplier and nonparticipant set is the entire index set:

(IV.4.0)

and that the intersection of the above sets is the null set!

(IV,4.1)

With the index sets properly specified, we will

supply and demand, excess demand and adjustment

v.. Market Process

In the previous section, the relationships

now derive the market

mechanism.

between the rules for

investor behavior were presented, In this section, tiheserelationships

are used to derive a market supply and demand, excess demand and an

adjustment function. These functf,onswill provide the basis for the

existence and stability theorems derived in the following section,

one point should be noted here. In traditional economic analysis,

where a taconnement adjustment process is assumed, all trades occur

at equilibr~um. ‘i’hisis an unrealistic assumption in this case and

will not be made here, The tatonnement process implies market clear-

ing conditic~nson a daily or even shorter market period basis. The

problem with this, is that it provides little insight into how an actual

organized m:irketoperates such as a security market. In this section,

ye will postulate such an adjustment mechanism and demonstrate its im-

plicatims cn price determining behavior.
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V.A, Demand and Supply Function

Based on the conditions of investor behavf.orpresented in the pre-

vious section, a market demand function will be derivedt This will

begin with individual demand and then aggregated to form a market demand

function.

Individual Demand Function--Buy Long antiShort$ It is assumed

here that the behavioral rules (111.1.0), (111.1.1) and (111.4.0),

(111,4.1) aan be quantified into the following demand relationships

for each ie’idt:

(v,1.0)

where d; denotes the desired quantity of securit.[~sdemanded in time t.

~ l(P) and c~,t+~The values E$ ,areexogenous at time t since, a~ seated

previously, it is assumed that the decision and transaction activities

are separated,

It has been assumed that the value

~i
t-l(l?). Therefore, rather than having

Ai~-l(~t,t+T) converges towards

both A~-l(Pt,t+T) and Et-l(p)

~-l(P) is presented here for convenience,only El

Let~ing Et-l(p) t E~,t+T = E~t+T for all ie~dt, the value 13i
dt+T

becomes a shif! parameter of the demand function. This gives:

(V.1.1)

where it is assumed that
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The desired quantity of a security demand is an inverse relation-

ship to the price of the security in both the buy long and buy short

positiops for a given instant of timeO This follows since a change in

price producesthe opposite change in expected profits,

Individual Supply Function--Sell Long and Short: Using the same

approach as above, by quantifying the individua$ decision rules, the

individual supply function becomes:

(V,2,0)

where S: denotes the desired quantity of the secur$ty supplied in time

t and where

The des$red quantity of securities eupplied in t is positive relation-

ship to the price of the security in both the sell long and sell short

positions, This follows since a positive (negative) change in price

produces a positive (negative) change in expected profits.

V.B. Market Supply and I)emand

The market supply and demand functions are derived in the traditional

way by horizontally summing the individual functions This gives us:

(V,3,0) dt = ~di, Vicidt,
it

(V.4,Q) St = ~si, Wici ,
it St

The market supply and demand functions are thus dependent on the market

price and the vector of expectations (E~t, Edt), i.e,



(V.5.0)

(v.6,0)

where

dt = dt(pt; Edt)

‘t
= st(Pt; E~t)

‘dt = (EjtH , E:t+T, ,,., E~t+T, .,,) Wicidt

E~t = (E1 #+T * E~t+T, ...) wiEi~tost-t-~* 9***

V,B, Excess Demand Function

It is convenient for our later purposes to consider the excess

demand tunction rather than the

The excess demand function (Xt)

(V.6.0), i.e.

(V.7.0) Xt

So that we may consider X aa a
t

pectations, it $s convenient to

pectations over both the supply

joint vector (Edt$ E~t), i.ec

supply and demand functions separately.

is the difference between (V.5.0) and

=d - se.
t

“simple” fullct$olyof

define the aggregate

and demand functions

(V,8.0) Et = (Edt, EQt),

Thus the excess demand equation hecomes$

(V,8*1) Xt = (Pt; E )
t’

where Xt = O if dt I=st,

price and ex-

vector of ex-

(Et) to be the
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V.C. Exchange Function

Since equilibrium trading is not assumed, it is necessary to dis-

tinguish between the desired quantity demanded, the desired quantity

supplied and the quantity traded, This exchange functioq which de-

fines the quantity

(V.9.0) (a)

(b)

(c)

traded (qt) is specified by the following conditions:

%
- dt vPt where

Xt < 0,

qt = fJtvPt where

Xt > 0,

- dt n St vpt where
‘t

Xt = o,

R+mark: Certain ranges of either the supply or de~anclfunction or

both can bq zero in which case no trades will take place. The con-

ditions for trading or not trading are:

(a) A trade will occur if Pt exists such that

,
jd; > 0 and Si > 0 for some ie~dt

for some js~~t

(b) No trades will occur if Pt exists such that

(i) d; * O and s: > 0, for all i~~dt

for some jci~t,
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(ii) d: > 0 and s: - 0, for some f.ctdt

for all jcfst,

(iii) d: = O ands~ =0, forall i~idt

for all jcist.

Figure 4-6 below represents the three cases under which no trades

will take place.

Figure 4-6: The Three Cases of No Trading

-4-

S
t

P
t..

dt

qt

-5- -6-

—
qt ‘h

Remark 2: The exchange function is not a one-to-one mapping. Thus,

although for each price there is only one quantity traded~ more than

one price may be associated with a particular quantity traded. Figure 7

below pictures the exchange function for the normal case.
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Figure 7: The Exchange Function

To complete

must be derived.

tatonnement, the

the presentation of the model, the adjustment function

Although the adjustment function is obviously non-

adjustment process is assumed to be Walraaian in

nature. The exchange function is deliberately designed as stock

“specialistsr’are said to act. The adjustment process is of the tra-

ditional fo~, i.e. the rate of price adjustment, $t, is aseumed directly

dependent on the size of excess demand.

(V,lo,o) *t m #t (Xt)

d(jt)

where ~ > 0,

With the system thus presented, we will now

presentation of some of the important properties

continue on to a

which can be derived.



VI. Theorems and Derivations

In this section, the basic

derived. The implicationswill

implications of the model will be

be of two types: (1) existence of

22

a

stationary and growth equilibrium, (2) system stability of these equi-

libriums given a change in “expectations” (E;). These results have

definite implications to understanding stock price changes over time

and the conditions for dependence and independence of these price series

over time.

VI.A. Existence of a Stationary Equilibrium

The problem of the existence of a stationary equilibrium reduces

to the problem of demonstrating that for Riven expectations, a non-

negative price can be found which equates aggregate supply and demand.

Since we are dealing with a rather elementary situation, only the out-

line of the existence

Theorem 1.: For every

there exists at least

equals market demand.

proof will be presented.

given vector of expectations and costs (EdtS ~~t)~

one nonnegative price (~t) such that market supply

Proof: The proof relies on demonstrating that a function can be defined

that satisfies Brouwt?r’sfixed point theorem. This involves defining

a continuous function from a closed bounded convex set of encliclean

space into itself.~’ To define the closed bounded convex set, choose

&/Brouwer’s fixed point theorem states: “if f defines a continuous
point to point mapping of a closed bounded convex set C into itself,

then there exists ~ c C, such that f(~) = ~.” This theorem is, of course,

a sufficient condition,amappingmay give a point ~ such that ~ = f(~)
without satisfying the conditions of the theorem.
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an arbitrarily bound for the supply and demand functions such that the

average slopes over the resulting sets are equal in absolute value,

i.e. such that the endpoints of the functions go through the verticies

of the resultant box. This is possible since both the supply and de-

mand

over

function are bounded below by the origin,

As defined, both the supply and demand function are continuous

the region although not necessarily continuously differentiable.

The demand function as defined within the set,

range [0, P~], whereas the supply function has

domain [0, P;]. Thus we define the continuous

has domain [0, q;] and

range [0, q;] and

mapping over the in-

terval of a set O such that o (qt,pt) u dt(l?t),St%t) ●
From 13rouwer’s

theorem this implies an equilibrium. ~.E,D.

Next we will determine whether or not constant expectations and

cost imply an adjustment process which converge to equilibrium, i.e.

stability,

VI.R. Stationary Stability

Two types of stationary stability will be investigated. The

simplest involves constant Ei and ~ over time, The more general case
t

of”constancy of expectations involves offsetting changes in expecta-

tions. In both of these cases, given the model as presented, stability

is guaranteed. As the first example of canstancy is implied by the

second, the proof of stationary stability will be presented in terms

of the more general case.
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Theorem 2: Let it = O for all t > to, where Pt z~t, the equi-
0 0

librium price. Then, there exists a ~ > to such that for all t & t)

1P - ~ 1<6,where ~ is arbitrarily small,
t t

Proof: The proof will be by contradiction, Suppose not, ice, suppose

that

IPt -F,l ‘~vt > to

By definition (V.8.1), this implies

Xt + O for all t > to.

However, by the properties of Xt, we get that

xt’oif~t<rt~

Xt<o ffPt>Ft*

But from the definition of the adjustment

Xt>o+ #t>o,

X+<o+ ;.<0
L L

- Pt’q for..

and a point t >_~ must exist where

811 t

function (V,1O,O):

l)t>to

> to,

Il?t-qd,

Contradiction. Q.E.D.
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Remark: This theorem must hold either if fitis a vector or if fltis

defined as that separable part of the excess demand function which is

dependent on the vector of expectation~ i.e. the weighted functional

value of the vector Et on f.

Growth Problem

In this section, we will prove a theorem generalizing the results

of the above existence and stability section to the case where expecta-

tions are continually changing.
.
~

Theorem 3: Let Et = J1 for all t > to. Then there exists a ~ > to

such that

i.e. that for any given 31 we can find a t such that 67 exists..-

The proof will be completed in two parts~

(1) solving for 61 if the rate of price change is on the equilibrium

path, i,e.

$t ;t
—=—
Pt

F. ‘
L

where excess demand is maintained to be zero, and (2) the demonstration

that the system must approach that point.

The excess demand function provides the link between the rate of in-

flation and the rate of

it will be demonstrated

diticm of the theorem.

charge fn expectations. In this first section,

that the equilibrium path satisfies the con-
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Assuming that the excess demand function is linear homogeneous,

we can derive the following reduced function:

X& ‘t. ~/
(Tho3.1) f (~)

‘t. t

Taking the time derivative of (Th.3.1) gives:
● ●

.
‘tht -.‘txt

it it Pt

(Th.3,2)
E:

=f’[~-~]~.
t

With Pt = ~t for all t to implies that

(Th43,3) it . x so
t

for all t > ;.. From this condition, it follows directly that
●

(Th,3.4) Ft
-a 6

1’
i?
t

Thus the equilibria growth path of prices is a constant equal to that
~1

of the growth in expectations.

(2) It will now be shown that given an arbitrary initial price

that the rate of change in prices

change in prices.

Assuming that the adjustment

we get:
(Th.3.~) i’t/Pt“

must approach the equilibrium rate of

equation (VO1O.O) Is linear homogeneous,

Pt(xt/Pt)s

6_/
In the case that the excess demand function is homogeneous of

degree r, we get the following reduced expression

xc I?t
—“ f(~).
E;

~/
Notice that if prices adjust instantaneously to a change in ex-

pectations, then
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Thus it follows from (Th.3,5) that

(’I’h.3.6)

g
where k is an arbitrary constant. The proof of the second part of

the theorem involves demonstrating that such a k exists.

Suppose not, Then either

. .

(a) ~-~ for all t > to
Xt Pt>o

.

or (b) ~<0‘t for all t > to.
y-P

t

Suppose (a), Then

But

But this implies
> \ 0, ‘“e”
t

Pt\% Contradiction.

Suppose (b). Then by a similar argument we get that

&
Pt ~ ‘* but if

y
Notice that k = O satisfies this condition. That was the im-

plication of the first part of the proof.
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+ Pt ~ Pt, i.e.

*

; ===+ 61, Contradiction

Q.E.I).

This completes the section on proofs. We will now continue on to

a discussion of the implication and conclusions of the paper.

VIII* Implications and Conclusions

Most of the work examining security markets concludes that the

random walk hypothesis is a “good” explanation of observed price be-

havior. In this paper, we have described price behavior generated

by rationality of the individual participant and by the formation of

individual expectations and anticipations. In what circumstanceswould

the results of this model be consistent with the random.walk hypothesis?

For most securities, it is probably correct to assume that changes

in expectations and cost are rather small. In this case, price will

approximate equilibrium and therefore the price changes will be

approximately random. As long as a non-tatonnement process is postured,

i.e., the adjustment in price to nonequilibrium is not necessarily in-

stantaneous, then there exist at least certain periods of price de-

pendence--those periods when price adjustments are takin~ place either

because of a one-time or a continuous change in expectations.
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If we consider ~ecurities only when there is a large change in

expectations, then according to this analysis there would be a signifi-

cant period of dependence. What we must conclude therefore is that

the majority of research on security markets did not separate out

those securities which were going through periods of adjustment from

those which were not. Since it is reasonable to expect only a small

number of securities to be rapidly adjusting to expectational changes

at any one time, most stock price changes would conform to the random

walk hypothesis. Those that are rapidly adjusting would appear as

extreme variates from the average case and the total probability dis-

tribution would demonstrate leptokurtopicproperties.

In another paper,~’ we investigate the empirical evidence in

support of the conclusion that at least a small subset of securities

over limited periods of time demonstrate dependence. It iS shown

there that existing evidence is consistent with a non-tatonnement ad-

justment hypothesis.

~/Terry Roe and Mathew Shane, “Short Term Security Market Ad-
justments--EmpiricalResults,” unpublished, The University of
Minnesota, 1971.
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